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Announcing an all-new SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-505, the required exam for the new Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) certification for.NET Framework 3.5  Windows Forms Application Development. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed with the tools and features exam candidates want most including in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous, objective-by-objective review; exam tips from expert, exam-certified authors; and customizable testing options. It also provides real-world scenarios, case study examples, and troubleshooting labs for the skills and expertise you can apply to the job. Focusing on Windows Forms application development, this official study guide covers creating a UI using standard controls, integrating data, implementing printing and reporting, enhancing usability, implementing asynchronous programming techniques, deploying Windows Forms controls, and configuring and deploying applications. Work at your own pace through the lessons and lab exercises.  Then assess yourself using 300+ practice and review questions on the CD, featuring multiple, customizable testing options to meet your specific needs. Choose timed or untimed testing mode, generate random tests, or focus on discrete objectives. You get detailed explanations for right and wrong answers including pointers back to the book for further study. You also get an evaluation version of Microsoft Visual Studio(r) 2008 software and an exam discount voucher making this kit an exceptional value and a great career investment.
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Placebo and Pain: From Bench to BedsideAcademic Press, 2013

	The placebo effect continues to fascinate scientists, scholars, and clinicians, resulting in an impressive amount of research, mainly in the field of pain. While recent experimental and clinical studies have unraveled salient aspects of the neurobiological substrates and clinical relevance of pain and placebo analgesia, an authoritative...
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C# 6.0 in a Nutshell: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2015

	
		When you have questions about C# 6.0 or the .NET CLR and its core Framework assemblies, this bestselling guide has the answers you need. C# has become a language of unusual flexibility and breadth since its premiere in 2000, but this continual growth means there’s still much more to learn.

	
		Organized around concepts...
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In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High Tech Marketing DisastersApress, 2006

	In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High-Tech Marketing Disasters, Second Edition is National Lampoon meets Peter Drucker. It's a funny and well-written business book that takes a look at some of the most influential marketing and business philosophies of the last twenty years. Through the dark glass of hindsight, it...
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Dreamweaver CS6 Mobile and Web Development with HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2013

	This book combines accessible, clear, engaging, and candid reference material, advice, and shortcuts with substantial step by step instructions for creating a wide range of HTML5 and CSS3 designs and page content in Dreamweaver. This book is geared towards experienced Dreamweaver web designers migrating to HTML5 and jQuery. It also targets...
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Mathematics for Informatics and Computer Science (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	How many ways do exist to mix different ingredients, how many chances to win a gambling game, how many possible paths going from one place to another in a network ? To this kind of questions Mathematics applied to computer gives a stimulating and exhaustive answer. This text, presented in three parts (Combinatorics, Probability, Graphs)...
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Pro Business Applications with Silverlight 5 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	Silverlight is a web-based platform from Microsoft that can be used to build Rich Internet Applications

	(RIAs). Of the many new possibilities it enables, one of its key focuses is as a platform for building

	business applications. Community support for the technology has been overwhelmingly positive, and

	Microsoft has gone on to use...
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